
TEK Instructional Strategies Evidence of Learning Materials and
Resources:

"TODAY the student will
learn/master…"

How will the student
demonstrate that they have

mastered the focused learning of
the day?

"I/You will..."

Mon
3/7

Math:

We will read and write time to the
nearest one-minute increment
using analog and digital clocks and
distinguish between a.m. and p.m.
(2.9.G)

Go outside and draw giant clocks.
Have students work in groups of
two or three and have students be
the "hands" of the clock. Students
will tell time and make time.

I will use clocks to tell time.

Reading Comprehension:

TEKS:2.9A describe similarities and
differences in the plots and settings
of several works by the same
author. TEKS:2.5B Use context clues
to determine the relevant meaning
of unfamiliar words or multi-
meaning words. Fig. 19 I will make
inferences about text using textual
evidence to support my
understanding.

Author Study of Dr. Seuss.  Complete Dr.
Seuss comprehension quiz.

We will read fiction texts and
use text features to analyze and
make inferences from the text. I
will provide evidence from the
text to support understanding of
the text.

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common spelling
patterns. 

Make a focus chart of preffixes
and their meanings.  re-, un-. 
Introduce the spelling words
replay, rewind, undo, unbuckle,
unbutton

I will apply the spelling pattern
to spell five unknown words with
prefixes.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mRdMYuNeAng

Writing/Grammar
TEKS:2.19A write brief
compositions about topics of
interest to the student.

STARR writing prompt: Write about your
favorite place to spend time. Describe
the place and what makes it special.
Circle Map - Tree Map to organize and
support ideas into three paragraphs -
Final Write

We will write to a writing
prompt. I will organize and
elaborate on the writing prompt
for expository writing.

Science: We will identify the basic needs of
plants and animals.  2.9A

Compare Living vs. Nonliving.  Lab-
working with a partner, compare a living
worm to a gummy worm.  Make a class
double bubble that compares living and
nonliving things.  Living things have
movement, respiration, sensitivity,
growth, reproduction, excretion,
nutrition. 

I will participate in
investigations, writing projects
and reading selections that
compare organisms.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=z_gPdS8Dk8s

Tues
3/8

Math:

We will read and write time to the
nearest one-minute increment
using analog and digital clocks and
distinguish between a.m. and p.m.
(2.9.G)

Play interactive clock game and
complete clock worksheet I will use clocks to tell time.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bites
ize/ks1/maths/telling_the_t
ime/play/popup.shtml

Week of March 7 Lesson Planning Guide

Day
and
Time

Units, Chapters,
Concepts…
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Reading Comprehension:

TEKS:2.9A describe similarities and
differences in the plots and settings
of several works by the same
author. TEKS:2.5B Use context clues
to determine the relevant meaning
of unfamiliar words or multi-
meaning words. Fig. 19 I will make
inferences about text using textual
evidence to support my
understanding.

Read Dr. Seuss text and make  inferences
about text using textual evidence on Dr.
Seuss selection. 3 questions for Dr. Seuss
and write letter to Dr. Seuss.

We will read fiction texts and
use text features to analyze and
make inferences from the text. I
will provide evidence from the
text to support understanding of
the text.

Make Blue Jello and
Swedish Fish

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common spelling
patterns. 

Make a tree map of words with
prefixes. I will apply the spelling pattern

to spell five unknown words with
prefixes.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=s2auzLzzi_E

Writing/Grammar
TEKS:2.19A write brief
compositions about topics of
interest to the student.

STARR writing prompt: Write about your
favorite place to spend time. Describe
the place and what makes it special.
Circle Map - Tree Map to organize and
support ideas into three paragraphs -
Final Write

We will write to a writing
prompt. I will organize and
elaborate on the writing prompt
for expository writing.

Science: We will identify the basic needs of
plants and animals.  2.9A

Needs of Living Things pages
79-83 in workbook.  Needs of
Living Things worksheet. 
Choose a different living
organism.  Make a flip book of
the organisms needs-air, food,
water, shelter, sunlight.  Reading
and Writing assignment.

I will participate in
investigations, writing projects
and reading selections that
compare organisms.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2xiAacSg4bI

Wed
3/9

Math:

We will read and write time to the
nearest one-minute increment
using analog and digital clocks and
distinguish between a.m. and p.m.
(2.9.G)

Make clock hats, or a clock card.
Have students put their own time
on their forehead or wear their hats.
They have to stand up or get with a
partner and give them clues on
what the time is on their clock and
if it is A.M or P.M.

I will use clocks to tell time.

Reading Comprehension:

TEKS:2.9A describe similarities and
differences in the plots and settings
of several works by the same
author. TEKS:2.5B Use context clues
to determine the relevant meaning
of unfamiliar words or multi-
meaning words. Fig. 19 I will make
inferences about text using textual
evidence to support my
understanding.

Determine moral and message of Dr.
Seuss selections including the Lorax, Oh
the Places You Will Go, The Cat in the
Hat, Green Eggs and Ham and How Do
You Know How Lucky You Are?

We will read fiction texts and
use text features to analyze and
make inferences from the text. I
will provide evidence from the
text to support understanding of
the text.

Dr. Seuss Word Families

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2auzLzzi_E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2auzLzzi_E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xiAacSg4bI
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Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common spelling
patterns. 

Play a spelling race game.  I will apply the spelling pattern
to spell five unknown words
withprefixes.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7pyjhfI6IMk

Writing/Grammar
TEKS:2.19A write brief
compositions about topics of
interest to the student.

STARR writing prompt: Write about your
favorite place to spend time. Describe
the place and what makes it special.
Circle Map - Tree Map to organize and
support ideas into three paragraphs -
Final Write

We will write to a writing
prompt. I will organize and
elaborate on the writing prompt
for expository writing.

Science:
We will identify the basic
needs of plants and animals.
2.9A

Environmental Effects on
animals.  87-89 in workbook. 
Animals in Winter reading
assignment.  Class tree map: 
hybernate, migrate, adapt. 

I will participate in
investigations, writing projects
and reading selections that
compare organisms.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=NK058-HUK24

Thurs
3/10

Math:

We will read and write time to the
nearest one-minute increment
using analog and digital clocks and
distinguish between a.m. and p.m.
(2.9.G)

review addition and regrouping I will use clocks to tell time.

Reading Comprehension:

TEKS:2.9A describe similarities and
differences in the plots and settings
of several works by the same
author. TEKS:2.5B Use context clues
to determine the relevant meaning
of unfamiliar words or multi-
meaning words. Fig. 19 I will make
inferences about text using textual
evidence to support my
understanding.

Read and analyze Dr. Seuss Quotes and
moral lesson from each

We will read fiction texts and
use text features to analyze and
make inferences from the text. I
will provide evidence from the
text to support understanding of
the text.

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common spelling
patterns. 

SPARKLE I will apply the spelling pattern
to spell five unknown words with
prefixes.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_ZAX9643Nnc&lis
t=PL1jwB9eG9oPCkmM1dX
0aW-WAFLnkztLqU

Writing/Grammar
TEKS:2.19A write brief
compositions about topics of
interest to the student.

STARR writing prompt: Write about your
favorite place to spend time. Describe
the place and what makes it special.
Circle Map - Tree Map to organize and
support ideas into three paragraphs -
Final Write

We will write to a writing
prompt. I will organize and
elaborate on the writing prompt
for expository writing.
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Science:
We will identify the basic
needs of plants and animals.
2.9A

Brainstorm different
characteristics that organisms
have that allow them to adapt to
environmental influences. 
Students will go through a
rotation 1.  seashells 2. 
camoflauge (smartboard
station) 3.  blubber 4.  staple
remover and cotton balls (teeth
and meat) 5. rose branches.  
At each station, write down the
organism and how the
specialized characteristic helps
the organism adapt to its
environment.

I will participate in
investigations, writing projects
and reading selections that
compare organisms.

Fri
3/11

Math:

We will read and write time to the
nearest one-minute increment
using analog and digital clocks and
distinguish between a.m. and p.m.
(2.9.G)

Students will take assessment on Module
18

I will use clocks to tell time.

Reading Comprehension:

TEKS:2.9A describe similarities and
differences in the plots and settings
of several works by the same
author. TEKS:2.5B Use context clues
to determine the relevant meaning
of unfamiliar words or multi-
meaning words. Fig. 19 I will make
inferences about text using textual
evidence to support my
understanding.

Create Dr. Seuss character board and
analyze. Create your own imaginary Dr.
Seuss creature and illustrate.

We will read fiction texts and
use text features to analyze and
make inferences from the text. I
will provide evidence from the
text to support understanding of
the text.

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common spelling
patterns. 

Assessment: redo, remix,
unbend, unlit, under I will apply the spelling pattern

to spell five unknown words with
prefixes.

Writing/Grammar
TEKS:2.19A write brief
compositions about topics of
interest to the student.

STARR writing prompt: Write about your
favorite place to spend time. Describe
the place and what makes it special.
Circle Map - Tree Map to organize and
support ideas into three paragraphs -
Final Write

We will write to a writing
prompt. I will organize and
elaborate on the writing prompt
for expository writing.

Science:
We will identify the basic
needs of plants and animals.
2.9A

Fun Friday: Dr. Seuss Reading
Party


